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Abstract—This paper presents mathematical modeling for 

thrust force and moments generated by a propeller. In 

particular, the effects of freestream on propeller’s performance 

are investigated. We introduce some of the applications of the 

proposed model in modeling multi-rotor UAVs which helps to 

increase stability or maneuverability of the vehicle. In the end, 

simulation results for thrust force and moments of an example 

propeller in presence of a uniform freestream are presented.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1) 

Multi-rotors have gained significant attention in recent 
years. Due to their simplicity and maneuverability, they have 
been used in a broad spectrum of applications such as bio-
engineering [1], agronomy [2], sports [3] and inspection of 
infrastructures [4]. 

In modeling of UAVs, aerodynamic model of propellers 
plays an important role as it determines the majority of forces 
and moments in the system. Therefore, an accurate model for 
the propellers is crucial in analyzing such a system. In the 
literature, typically, the thrust force and moment generated by 
the propeller is assumed to be proportional to the square of its 
angular velocity and the effects of freestream on its 
performance is usually neglected by assuming small freestream 
velocities [5], [6], [7]. However, this model is not valid in high 
speed flight and its accuracy deteriorates as flight speed 
increases [8], [9]. 

The freestream may affect propeller's performance 
depending on its direction and magnitude. Generally, these 
effects could change propeller's performance in two ways: i) 
changing the effective angle of attack of the blades; and ii) 
changing the local airflow velocity over the blades. The former 
effect is caused when there is a freestream with its velocity 
vector parallel to the angular velocity vector of the propeller 
while the latter is caused by any freestream with its velocity 
vector perpendicular to the angular velocity vector of the 
propeller. Studying these effects not only helps us to derive a 
more realistic mathematical model for multi-rotors but also 
helps to find more stable and power-optimal configurations for 

such vehicles.  In this paper we use Blade Element Theory 
(BET) to calculate the thrust force and moment of each blade 
element.  

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the 
effects of freestream on propeller’s performance along with 
simulation results for thrust force and moments of an example 
propeller. Finally, the paper concludes in Section III followed 
by presenting some of the applications of the proposed model 
in multi-rotor UAV research.  

II. EFFECTS OF FREESTREAM ON PROPELLER’S 

PERFORMANCE 

A. Notation 

 The term I

p  denotes that  belongs to p and is 

expressed in frame I . Angular velocity vector of the vehicle is 

represented by  , , r
T

B p q where p , q  and r  are roll, 

pitch and yaw rates respectively. Also, 2-Norm of  is 

represented by  and absolute value of s  is shown by s . 

B. Effects of Freestream with Its Velocity Vector 

Perpendicular to Angular Velocity Vector of the Propeller 

Suppose we have a propeller turning at angular velocity p  

as expressed in a frame attached to its COM as shown in Fig. 1. 

The propeller has two blades of radius bR and is assumed to 

have constant chord c . For simplicity, first, we assume there is 

an almost uniform freestream with velocity vector 
1

V , as 

shown in blue in Fig. 1, which is parallel to the y-axis.  

Consider a blade element (small hashed area in Fig. 2) of 

length c and differential width bdr where br is the distance of 

the blade element from the root of the blade. As shown in Fig. 
2, the rotation of the blade generates relative air flow velocity 

with magnitude b pr  , over each blade element. As the 

propeller is turning, the relative air flow velocity over the blade 
element could either be increased or decreased depending on 
the azimuth angle of the blade and direction of the freestream 

velocity. The azimuth angle p is defined as the angle between 
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the blade and the direction of 
1

V . Therefore, the resultant 

relative air flow velocity over each blade element can be 
written as:  


1

sinb p pv r V    

 

Figure 1: Schematic of a propeller with a frame attached to its COM. 

It can be seen in Fig. 2, for the advancing blade 

( 0 p   ), freestream velocity increases the relative air 

flow velocity over the blade and for the retreating blade 

( 2p    ), it decreases the relative air flow velocity. The 

changes in the relative air flow velocity with azimuth angle 
affects the overall thrust of the propeller and it generates a 
moment in the direction of the freestream velocity as shown in 
blue. 

Therefore, using (1) and according to Blade Element 
Theory, thrust force and moments of each blade element can be 
calculated as follows: 


21

2
p a L bdf cC v dr   


21

2
dp a D b bd cC v r dr   


21

sin
2

p a L b p bd cC v r dr    

where a represents air density and LC and DC are the lift 

and drag coefficient of the airfoil of the blade respectively. 

Also, pf represents thrust force of the blade element, 

pd represents the moment due to drag force of the blade 

element and p represents the moments due to change in thrust 

force with respect to the azimuth angle of the blade.  

By integrating (2), (3) and (4) over blade radius br and 

azimuth angle p , average thrust force and the average 

moments for one blade as functions of freestream velocity and 
angular velocity of the propeller can be calculated as follows: 


3

2 2

1

21

2 3

b

p a L p b

R
f cC V R

 
   

 
   

  2 24 2

1

1

4pd a D b p bcC R V R      


1

31

2
p a L b pcC R V    

Note that by assuming zero freestream velocity, equations 
(5), (6) and (7) yield the simplified model for thrust force and 
moments of a propeller which is widely used in the literature 
(i.e., [3], [10], [11], [12]).  

 

Figure 2: A propeller in presence of freestream. 

Using the proposed model, simulation results for two 
complete turns of a propeller with angular velocity 

900p  rad/s in presence of freestream velocity is presented 

in Fig. 3. Note that the direction of rotation and freestream 
velocity are the same as those in Fig. 2. The remaining 
parameters of the simulations are as follows: 0.03c  m, 

1.022LC  , 0.01DC  , 0.08bR  m and 1.225a  kg/m3. In 

Fig. 3, the top plot presents variations of thrust force with 
respect to blade azimuth. The red color represents the thrust 

force when 
1

0V  , which is constant, meaning that the 

relative air flow velocity over the blade element is constant for 
all azimuth angles. The blue color, represents thrust force of the 
propeller as a function of azimuth angle when freestream 

velocity is nonzero, 
1

10V  m/s. Comparing both scenarios, 

it can be seen that for nonzero freestream velocity and for 

0 p   thrust force is increased while for 2p    it is 

decreased which is due to higher relative air flow velocities on 
the advancing blade than that over the retreating blade. The 
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yellow color shows the average of thrust force of the propeller 

when 
1

10V  m/s. Results show that in presence of nonzero 

freestream velocity the average thrust force of the propeller 
increases.  

 

Figure 3: Simulation results for thrust force and moments of a propeller in 
presence of freestream. 

The middle and bottom plots in Fig. 3 present variations of 

the moments due to drag and freestream 
pd and p ) versus 

azimuth angle respectively. The red color represents the 

moment when 
1

0V  m/s, blue color represents variations of 

moment in presence of freestream velocity 
1

10V  m/s and 

the yellow color represents the average moment of the 

propeller when 
1

10V  m/s.  

C. Effects of Freestream with Its Velocity Vector in Parallel 

with Angular Velocity Vector of the Propeller 

We continue investigating the effects of freestream on 
propeller's performance. However, as shown in Fig. 4, this time 

we assume the freestream velocity vector, 
2

V , is parallel to the 

angular velocity vector of the propeller, p , as expressed in 

the frame attached to it.  

Suppose the propeller is turning at angular velocity p as 

shown in Fig. 5. In absence of freestream, there will be an 

airflow velocity vector b pr over each blade element as shown 

in green. Also, for each blade element, the angle of attack 
(AOA)  is defined as the angle between the chord of the 

blade element and the local airflow velocity vector b pr .  

 

Figure 4: Propeller in presence of freestream. The freestream velocity 

vector 
2

V is assumed to be parallel with the angular velocity vector of the 

propeller p . 

Now, consider an almost uniform freestream with velocity 

vector 
2

V in the positive direction of z-axis as shown in blue in 

Fig. 5 top. It can be seen that such a freestream changes the 
direction and magnitude of the resultant airflow velocity over 
the blade element as shown in red in Fig. 5 top. Therefore, the 
new angle of attack ' , in presence of freestream is greater 

than that in absence of freestream ( '  ).   

However, if the freestream velocity vector is in the negative 
direction of z-axis (see Fig. 5 bottom), it changes the direction 
and magnitude of the resultant airflow velocity vector such that 
it decreases the effective angle of attack ( '  ). 

 

Figure 5: Propeller in presence of freestream. The freestream velocity 

vector 
2

V is assumed to be parallel with p . On top, 
2

V is the positive 

direction of z-axis and in bottom it is assumed to be in the opposite direction. 

The importance of studying AOA is because it directly 
affects the lift coefficient of the blade element and 
consequently affects the thrust force generated by the propeller. 
At low speed flight (subsonic) and assuming small angles, the 

lift coefficient LC changes almost linearly with AOA which 

can be written as follows [13]:  
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where  is a constant which is determined through 

experiments in wind tunnel. From (2), we know that any 

increase (decrease) in LC increases (decrease) the thrust force 

of the blade element. Therefore, one can summarize the results 
as follows:  

 Any freestream with positive (negative) z-component 
velocity (expressed in the propeller's frame) increases 
(decreases) the AOA which increases (decreases) the 
thrust force. 

Furthermore, to formulate the changes in thrust force of the 
propeller, first we can write the changes in AOA of each blade 
element as follows: 


2

' arctan
b p

V

r


   


 

Finally, using (2), (8) and (9), the changes in thrust force of 
the propeller can be written as follows: 


2

21

4
p a b pf c R V      

From (10), it can be seen that the changes in thrust force is 
proportional to the magnitude of the freestream velocity vector 

2
V . 

Table I presents the parameters involved in the modeling.  

TABLE I.  PROPELLER PARAMETERS 

p  angular velocity vector of the propeller 

  angle of attack 

LC and DC  lift and drag coefficients of the airfoil 

V  freestream velocity vector 

  slope of LC vs DC curve for the airfoil 

bR  blade radius of the propeller 

c  chord of the blade 

a  air density 

 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, we presented the significance of the effects of 
freestream on performance of propellers. We formulated these 
effects as functions of propeller parameters and also the 
parameters of the freestream. Table I, presents all parameters 
involved in the proposed propeller model.  

The proposed propeller model may be used in modeling 
multi-rotor UAVs. Such a model is used in quadcopters where 
it is shown that by tilting the rotors by a small angle as shown 
in Fig. 6, more stable or maneuverable configurations can be 
found [8]. The model is also used in modeling spinning-type 
multi-rotor UAVs to find optimal-power hover solutions. Fig. 
7, presents a monospinner UAV with a single propeller where 
the spinning fuselage generates a freestream over the propeller 
[9].  

For the future work, we plan to compare the proposed 
model with experimental results from experiments in wind 
tunnel for a particular propeller and investigate the accuracy 
and shortcomings of the model.  

 

Figure 6: A quadcopter with tilted rotors. The blue arrows shows the 
direction of freestream velocity on each propeller as expressed in the body 

frame (red). 

 

Figure 7: A monospinner UAV with tilted rotor. As the fuselage is 
spinning with yaw rate r, the propeller experiences a freestream, as shown in 

green.  
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